ACID PUMPING UNIT

FOR VARIOUS PUMPING OPERATIONS
Acid Pumping Unit

APPLICATIONS

• Variety of fluid pumping operations including oil well cementing, pressure testing, solvent pumping, acidizing
• Treatments and fluid pumping through coiled tubing
• Utilized for extreme climates from arctic to desert and tropical conditions

FEATURES

• Truck, trailer or skid mounted
• Diesel deck engines complete with power shift transmissions
• Various diesel engine configurations in order to reach the desired HP rating
• Built to European standards (optional)
• CE conformity (optional)
• Emergency shutdown
• Various transmissions
• 600 BHP high pressure pumps
• Various pump manufacturers and fluid end sizes
• Hydraulically operated pressurizing and recirculating centrifugal pumps
• Hydraulically driven mixing pumps
• Stainless steel or coated steel displacement tanks (closed)
• Augers in each compartment (optional)
• Elevated weather resistant control console or air conditioned control cab (optional)

• Data acquisition system with operational parameters are measured and recorded every second
• Heating and cooling packages available to meet all climate conditions
• Instrumentation devices include a combination of pneumatic, hydraulic and electrical devices
• Storage racks for hoses, treating iron and swivels
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